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 Bargaining power is one of the most influence factors on adopting conservative 

approaches by companies. Conservatism approaches can influence the expectations of 

future earnings and cash flow. This research attempts to study the relationship between 
bargaining power and accounting conservatism in Tehran stock exchange during the 

period from 2003 to 2013. Using systematic sampling method, 115 companies were 

selected. In order to test data, statistics such as: regression, correlation, F statistic, T 
statistic and Durbin-Watson statistic were used. Basu model was used to test 

conservatism and to test bargaining power variables such as comparative advantage and 

relative concentration were used. According to research findings, there is a meaningful 
and positive relationship between firms bargaining power and accounting conservatism 

in Tehran stock exchange. Therefore, through increasing the reliability of income, 

accounting conservatism can reduce costs related to information asymmetry among 
different stakeholders. Finally, research findings show the increase of bargaining power 

- which can be obtained through increasing competition in markets - can improve 

information flow between firm and stakeholders.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Accounting conservation, which indicates being cautious in identifying and measuring income and assets, is 

considered as one of the most important limiting covenants of the financial statements. In the conceptual 

statement number two of the US Accounting Standards Board, accounting conservation has been defined as the 

"cautious reaction to lack of confidence in order to ensure that nature of uncertainty and risk in the business 

conditions is sufficiently considered" (FASB, 1995). Although accounting conservation widely affects the book 

value of pure assets and pure income, but the accountants often concentrate on limited methods of accounting 

conservation. For example, selecting accelerated depreciation method as opposed to straight-line method, 

costing the immediate research and development expenses, applying the principle of the minimum final cost and 

pure market value associated with the inventory, are among the selected methods of conservative accounting. 

Nonetheless, the empirical researches usually rely on a wider range of conservation which is reflective of the 

integrative effect of the accounting used by managers, including the assumptions and estimations of accounting 

and choosing accounting procedures(A. S. Ahmed & Duellman, 2007). Conservation is one of the balancing 

covenants governing accounting and financial reports and it means that in some cases, conservation requires to 

select and apply a method which has the least favorable impact on assets, incomes, interest and the rights of 

(Iran, 2004). In the theoretical concepts of accounting, conservation has been defined as a reaction to uncertainty 

and for supporting the rights and claims of stockholders and creditors, in such way that for identifying the good 

news in financial statements in comparison with bad news, a higher level of reviewing capability (capability of 

being confirmed) will be required (Lim, 2011).  

Briefly, we can say that conservation is a limit that reduces the capability and tendency of the opportunistic 

behavior in managers and in its own turn, it leads to the reduction of the expenses of representation in 

institutions and companies. On the other hand, the corporate governance of the company can also reduce 

managers' power in pursuing their personal interests and through this, the value of company can be properly 

distributed between all of stakeholders of the company.  
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Companies need to have access to high bargaining power because with high bargaining power, companies, 

by mobilizing and focusing on individuals, capitals, thoughts and dispersed economic powers of individuals, 

enable them to achieve the bargaining power in the productive organization and support the interests of the 

stakeholders. 

In fact, those groups of natural and legal persons are called stakeholders that somehow have some interests 

regarding the organization's performance and thus, their interests shall be considered(Pirasteh & Eslami Nasab, 

2010).  

The purpose of competition in any industry is to achieve proper profit from the investments. Profitability of 

the industry on one hand depends on the structural factors of industry and on the other one; it depends on the 

rate of competition within the industry. Forces that influence the competition and profitability of an industry are 

the bargaining power of the buyers, the bargaining power of the producers, and intensity of the competition 

between the existing companies(Pirasteh & Eslami Nasab, 2010). Structural factors of the industry, in addition 

to affecting the relative power of the market and organization's profitability, determine the kind of the required 

competitive advantage for efficient competition. The more competitive an industry is, the more the companies 

will need learning, repeated process engineering, systems and structures and so on and innovation in presenting 

products and services(Pirasteh & Eslami Nasab, 2010).  

 

Importance and necessity of doing the research: 

Conservation in accounting has been interpreted as the time asymmetry in identifying the good news as 

opposed to bad news in financial statements. In this interpretation of conservation, the accounting interest 

reflects bad news sooner than good news. In the literature of accounting, two important features of conservation 

have been reviewed: one of them is the existence of partiality in presenting the book value of the stock less than 

its actual rate compared to its market value which has been mentioned by Felsam and Alson in 1995. The 

second one is tendency to accelerate the identification of damages and deferring the identification of interests 

which was mentioned by Basu (1997) 

The direct connection of values considered by the customer, the values supplied by the company and values 

supplied by the companies' competitors, determined the requirements and dimensions of competitive advantage. 

If in the customer's opinion, the comparison of the values supplied by the company with the values supplied by 

the companies' competitors were closer and more compatible with his expectations and considered values, we 

can say that, that company has competitive advantage in one or multiple indexes compared to its competitors in 

such way that this advantages leads the company to be better in being close to the customer and capturing his 

heart compared to its competitors in the domain of market and have high bargaining power. 

Therefore, the companies' interests can depend on the accurate performance of the firms in the field of 

competitiveness in the industry and according to this, how a proper strategy is developed in this field is very 

important and significant.  

Given the mentioned topics, one of the most important advantages and interests is having an accounting 

conservation approach, reducing competitive threats and pressures and in contrast, the most important cost of 

having this approach will be the reduction of stakeholders and investors' expectations of the future performance 

of the units and reduction of the market value of stocks of the business unit. Given the goal of maximizing the 

wealth of stakeholders, this question has always been mentioned that whether the stakeholders' wealth is 

maximized in the respect of increasing the level of conservation and subsequent to it, increasing the bargaining 

power or reducing the conservation level and consequently improving the expectations of capital market of the 

future performance of the business units and promoting the price of the stocks of the business unit. Thus, it 

seems that doing research in this field and finding a proper respond is necessary.  

 

Research purposes: 

It is expected that by increasing the bargaining power, the level of accounting conservation will also be 

increased. Thus, the general purpose of the present research is to review whether the firms accepted in the 

market of stock exchange of Tehran are conservative or not at first and then, to evaluate the association of the 

level of competitiveness, which is the same as bargaining power, with the accounting conservation. 

Thus, the basic goal of this research will be to determine the relationship between bargaining power and 

accounting conservation of the firms accepted in the market of stock exchange of Tehran. Based on this, the 

main and secondary purposes of this research are as follows:  

 

Research Background: 

Xi Liy(2010), in a research with the title of the effect of accounting conservation on the cost of capital 

internationally, came to this conclusion that the capital cost of those countries with conservative accounting 

approach is far less than other countries.  

Erasmus study committee , under the supervision of DR.C. D. Knoops, in a research with the title of 

accounting conservation and its association with the conflict between the bondholders and stockholders in 
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adopting interest dividing policies and association of conservation with the cost of debt capital and the effect of 

the international standards becoming necessary in 2005 on the level of conservation in the domain of Nordic and 

French countries in Erasmus University Rotterdam, were seeking the answer to the following questions.  

1. How is the relationship of accounting conservation with the conflict between the bondholders and 

stockholders in adopting interest division policies? 

2. How is the relationship of accounting conservation with the cost of debt capital? 

3. How have the effects of the international standards becoming necessary in 2005 for the UN on 

conservation in the domain of Nordic and French countries have been? 

They expressed that if the companies adopt a conservative procedure, on one hand the reported interests 

(damages) will be less (more) than actual and on the other hand, the risk of keeping the company's stocks will 

also reduce and therefore, they reviewed the behavior of the stockholders and bondholders in adopting interest 

division policies. In the following, they explained that if the interest was presented less, the distribution of 

interest between the stockholders will be less and more sources will remain in the company and the risk of 

bankruptcy will be lessened and on the other hand, the efficiency expected by the stockholders will also be 

reduced. Now this question rises that by reducing both of them, the cost of debt capital would be less or more? 

They expect that the cost of debt capital would be less. Their findings showed that there is a negative 

relationship between accounting conservation with the conflict between bondholders and stockholders in 

adopting the interest division policies. And there is negative but weak relationship between conservation and 

costs of funding the debt. The international standards' becoming necessary in 2005 for the UN has made the 

principle of conservation more coordinated in the domain of Nordic and French countries (in the past, the 

presented information in the domain of French countries have been more conservative than countries of the 

Nordic domain.). In the research that Folsom did (Folsom, 2009) he reviewed the relationship between the 

competitive and conservative structure depending on accounting. He concluded that the rate and intensity of 

competition in the markets is a factor for applying the conservative accounting procedures. The results of this 

research of his showed that companies use conservation more in responding to competition. Also, institutions 

use conservative accounting less before issuing stocks and debt securities. Callen, Segal & Hope(2010), by 

reviewing the value of the rights of stockholders and accounting conservation, came to this conclusion that there 

is nonlinear relationship with time delay between the abnormal efficiencies and accounting interest and this 

means that the positive returns are identified later than interest and negative returns are more on time. Also, they 

ranked the companies in terms of the intensity of conservation and empirically, they proved that companies with 

high level of conservation have specific properties such as high lever, increased volatility of returns, more 

number of damaging periods, high negative accruals and ultimately, more volatility of accruals. Tao Ma 

(2010)in his research with the title of accounting conservation and controlling features of stockholders, reviewed 

the effects of controlling stockholders on conservative reporting in the firms accepted in Thailand's stock. They 

found out that increasing the control of stockholders' ownership affects the increase of accounting conservation. 

Company with focused ownership, have higher level of conservation compared to dispersed ownership. The 

above explanations express that the rights of higher control show more conflicts between the minority and 

majority stockholders. Dhaliwal, Huang, Khurana and Pereira(2008), in a research with the title of relationship 

between accounting conservation and competitive structures of the products showed that by increasing the 

intensity of competition in markets, the time asymmetry of identification of economic damages and interests 

will also become more. In addition, they expressed that the quality of this relationship does not depend on the 

controlling variables especially management ownership. Ball and Kothari(2007), by using an econometric 

model, reviewed the model of Basu in measuring conservation. They showed that by assuming the lack of time 

asymmetry of interest, lack of bias is Basu's criterion. They also explained the analyses of Roychohardy and 

Wats (2007)with econometric method and they expressed that a negative relationship between the ratio of 

market value to the book value of stock (MBT) and time asymmetry in measuring conservation is expected to be 

caused by the quality of reflection of changing the market expectations in association with unidentified growth 

opportunities in accounting interest. Their analysis proved and justified the criterion for time asymmetry of 

interest.  Heidi Vander Bauwhede (Adham), in a research with the title of effect of conservation on the costs of 

borrowings through debt, expressed that debt cost is strongly influenced by conditional conservation and less 

affected by the unconditional conservation. He continues to say that companies that have adopted the procedure 

of conditional conservation have far less debt expenses compared to other companies. Roychohardy and Wats 

(2007) reviewed the relationship between time asymmetry of interest and damage and the ratio of market value t 

book value as the criteria of conditional and unconditional conservation. The results of the research indicated 

that there is a negative relationship between these two criteria of measuring conservation. They also found out 

that the longer the period of evaluating the criterion of time asymmetry of interest is, this negative relationship 

will be less. In these three-year periods, the relationship of these two criteria will be positive.  

Lara, Osma, Penalva (2006) expressed that in addition to increasing the quality of financial information, 

conservation also reduces the risk of liquidity and reduces the cost of stock contracts. Ultimately, the concluded 

that conservation leads to the reduction of the cost of company's capital. Francis, J., R. LaFond, P.M. Olsson, 
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and K. Schipper(Francis, LaFond, Olsson, & Schipper, 2004), reviewed the relationship between conservation 

and the cost of company's capital in a research. Francis expressed that on one hand, conservation leads to the 

reduction of expectations of the future performance and on the other hand, by increasing the quality of financial 

information, it leads to the reduction of the overall risk of the company. In the following, he expresses tat 

reduction of these two effective factors on the cost of capital, are in proportion with one another and by 

neutralizing the impact of one another, the cost of company's capital will remain fixed.  

Edwards and Golup(2004), evaluated the power of cost competition of the countries of South Africa in a 

research by using the relative unit of work force. According to the obtained results in 1990, the cost of relative 

unit of the workforce has been reduced but nonetheless, compared to other developing countries; it is in a higher 

level. Econometric analyses have shown that the cost of relative unit of workforce has a significant impact on 

exports.  

Ahmed et al (2002), in a research called the role of conservative accounting in reducing tension between 

creditors and stockholders, came to this conclusion that conservation reduces the conflict between creditors and 

stockholders by fulfilling the demands of creditors in the respect of less presentation of interest and as the result, 

reducing the rate of divided interest. In addition, accounting conservation forces the managers to invest in 

projects with positive pure present value and prevents managers from investing in projects with negative return. 

Also, there is a direct relationship between the percentage of stock which belongs to the members of the board 

of directors and conservation. Basu (1997)reviewed the effect of conservation on financial statements in a 

research. He interpreted conservation in accounting as the more on time identification of bad news compared to 

good news. An identification of bad news which is more punctual indicates that interest is more sensitive about 

the negative returns than positive returns at any time. He showed that interest's sensitivity about the negative 

returns or 2 to 6 times more than its sensitivity about the positive returns. In addition, Basu showed than better 

punctuality of interest is basically due to the on time identification of bad news through accruals (and not cash 

flows). On the other hand, accruals and cash flows are not different from one another in the time sequence of 

identification of good news in financial statements.  

Badavar Nahandi et al(2012), in their research called "review of relationship between some mechanisms of 

corporate governance and conservation in financial reporting", by using the two Basu's models (1997)and 

Roychohardy and Wats(2007), reviewed the relationship between institutional Ownership of stockholders, 

concentration of ownership and independence of the members of board of directors as the mechanisms of 

corporate governance and conservation. The results indicate that there is a relationship between the mechanisms 

of corporate governance and conservation in financial reporting. Dolatabadi et al(2011), reviewed the rate of 

impact of competitive intelligence in creating competitive advantage in the existing companies in the scientific 

research complex in Isfahan. The required information have been gathered by a questionnaire and analyzed 

through LISERL software. The results indicate that using a competitive intelligence program leads to achieving 

competitive advantage in comparison with the competitors and it guarantees the survival of the organization. In 

other words, programming and focusing, gathering, analyzing, spreading and evaluating information leads to 

enforcement of the competitive power of the company for achieving a better position in the market. Ghafarlu 

(2010) has reviewed the relationship between competitive structures of the products and funding structures with 

conditional accounting conservation in financial reporting in a research. In order to do this, the information of 

the member companies in the stock exchange of Tehran in 2001 to 2009 has been used. In order to measure the 

conditional conservation, the Basu model has been used and in order to evaluate the effect of competition and 

funding on the conditional conservation, funding and competitive structures have been added to the Basu model. 

The results indicate that there is a diverse and significant relationship between substitution capability and 

conditional conservation and the relationship between the volume of the demand and the number of member 

companies of industries with conditional conservation is positive and significant as expected. Also, the 

relationship between the entrance obstacles and conditional conservation is desirable and diverse and 

significant. Ultimately, a diverse but weak relationship is seen between the ratio of concentration and 

conditional conservation based on the predictions. Karami and others (2010) reviewed the relationship between 

the mechanisms of corporate governance and conservation in the companies accepted in Tehran stock exchange. 

They used Basu's criteria of the time asymmetry of interest and the accruals of Ball and Shiva Kumar for 

measuring the conservation. Their findings are indicative of the existence of a positive relationship between 

institutional stockholders and conservation and also a negative relationship between the members of the board of 

directors who are not responsible and conservation. Mehrani (2009), with a research in Tehran stock exchange 

and in the time period of 1997 – 2006, by using the method of regression analysis, reviewed the conservation in 

accounting interest and implemented its relationship with combined accruals. 

One of their main hypotheses was this that more correlation of bad news with interest is affected by 

accruals in comparison with correlation of good news with interest (and this more correlation shows the 

existence of conservation). Accounting interest can be divided into two categories of cash and accruals as 

follows:  
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Eit = ACCit+CFit 

Eit = accounting interest of the company i in the year t 

ACCit = the whole accruals of the company i in the year t 

CFit = the practical cash flow of the company i in the year t 

 

The results of the research showed that the level of conservation or in other words time asymmetry in 

identification of good news compared to bad news for accruals (Iran) and practical cash flow (CF) is 

respectively 0.249 and 0.067. It means that we can conclude that the existence of the conservation or quicker 

identification of good news is more due to the existence of accruals not cash flows. In fact, positivity of β3, 

which is the criterion for measuring conservation based on Basu's statement, is 78% dependent on the accruals 

and it is only 22% dependent on cash flows.  

Kordlor and Shahriari (2009) reviewed the relationship between the variables size, degree of competition of 

the industry, intensity of investment, risk, governmental ownership and ownership concentration with 

conservation in their research. The results of the research showed that by increasing the size the conservation 

will become less. Also there is a direct relationship between the degree of competition of the industry and 

governmental ownership with conservation. No significant relationship was seen between risk and the effective 

tax rate and there was a diverse relationship between the intensity of investment and ownership concentration 

with conservation.  

Mahrumi (2009), in a research, reviewed the relationship between the value of the financial information of 

conservative and non-conservative accounting and the sample of the research has been selected in the research's 

time period which is between 2001 and 2008. The results of the research indicate that there is a nonlinear 

relationship between the informative content of accounting incomes and conservation and a nonlinear 

relationship was found between conservation and the capital cost of the company.  

Kordestani and Amirbeigi Langerudi (2008) reviewed the relationship between time asymmetry and the 

ratio of market value to book value as two criteria for evaluating conservation. The time period of the research 

was from 1996 to 2006 and the accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange were reviewed by using multiple-

variable linear regression analysis. The hypotheses of their research were as follows:  

1. The relationship between interest to good news and the criterion of the ratio of market value and book 

value of the stock at the end of estimation period is negative for long periods.  

2. The relationship between interest to bad news and the criterion of the ratio of market value and book 

value of the stock at the end of estimation period is positive for long periods.  

In this article, the first hypothesis of the research was confirmed and the second one was rejected. The 

findings of this research showed that increasing the length of estimation periods of the model leads the 

relationship between these two criteria of conservation evaluation to be positive which is in contrast with what is 

expected. Of course, these results cannot reduce the credibility of the criterion of interest time asymmetry as a 

valuable criterion for evaluating the rate of conservation, because the new definitions of conservation and 

theoretical principles, which have been stated by Watts (2003) in this field, are based on the same theoretical 

principles as the criterion of interest time asymmetry which is the different confirmation capability in 

identifying interests and damages. Thus, the users of financial information can use the criterion interest time 

asymmetry besides the ratio of market value to book value for evaluating the degree of conservation in financial 

reporting.  

Adham (2007) obtained the following results in a research with the subject of the role of accounting 

conservation in the quality of interest and stock resturn: 

1. There is a positive relationship between accounting conservation and interest quality. It means that the 

more the companies adopt more conservative methods; the reported interest will have better quality in terms of 

being close to the cash flow and vice versa.  

2. There is not a significant relationship between conservation and the size of the company. 

3. There is a significant and diverse relationship between tax storage and conservation in accounting.  

Reza Zadeh and Azad (2008) reviewed the relationship between informational asymmetry among the 

stockholders and the rate of existing conservation in financial reports. Their hypotheses were as follows: 

1. The more the informational asymmetry is among the stockholders, conservation in the financial 

statements will be more. 

2. Change of informational asymmetry among the stockholders leads to a change in the rate of existing 

conservation in financial reports. 

They used the Basu (1997) criterion for measuring the rate of conservation which has already been 

explained. Reza Zadeh and Azad concluded, based on this research, that whenever there is more informational 

asymmetry among the stockholders, the companies report more the interest and damage with more conservation. 

Also asymmetric identification of incomes and expenses in the financial statements changes in proportion with 

the level of informational asymmetry. They also found out that when the rate of informational asymmetry 

among the stockholders changes, the rate of conservation in financial reports of the companies also increases.  
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Purpartovi et al (2007) reviewed this matter in a research called the comparative comparison of monopoly 

and concentration in some industries of the country. The selected sample has been from 2002 to 2006 and the 

results of the research indicate that a considerable part of other industries are dealing with monopoly and also a 

high industrial focus and exclusive powers can be seen in both the personal and private section and also in the 

general and governmental one. Nemati et al(2006), a research that reviewed the measurement of the potential 

relative advantages of the industrial activities of the textile and clothing industry of Ilam province by using the 

method of the expense of domestic sources, evaluated 13 important units of the textile industry with 23 different 

products of textile and clothing section of Ilam province in 2001 to 2002. The obtained results show that most of 

the reviewed goods have a high relative advantage, in such way that in the mentioned years, the number of 

goods with high relative advantage has been 15 and 17, respectively, out of 23. Among the causes of high 

advantage of the above units, we can refer to the low costs of production and the fact that the ownership of these 

units is private. And reducing or controlling the production expenses, mass production and development of 

national or international market can increase the role of the above units in increasing the non-oil exports of the 

province. Banimahd (2006) reviewed the measurement methods of conservation in a research and the research 

samples have been selected from the companies of Tehran stock market from 1994 to 2005. He concluded that 

conservation in accounting reduces due to the reduction of asset returns and reduction of cash return of the 

assets and also increasing the long-term debts leads to the reduction of used conservation in accounting. One of 

the other findings of this research was the fact that by increasing the growth of companies' practice, the 

conservation increases. Etemadi et al (2006) reviewed the impact of information technology on the qualitative 

features on accounting information and the research samples were companies selected from 1992 to 2001 and 

the results indicated that information technology have made considerable changes in the quality of financial 

reporting and also, the information technology reduces the liability and comparison of information.  

 

Conservation:  

 There is a significant relationship between bargaining power and accounting conservation.  

Secondary hypothesis: 

 There is a significant relationship between the relative advantage and accounting conservation. 

 There is a significant relationship between the ratio of concentration and accounting conservation. 

 

Research method: 

This research, in terms of research methodology and correlation, is of quasi-empirical and post-occurrence 

kind in the domain of accounting investigating researches that is done actual information and since it can be 

applied in the process of using information, thus the type of this research is applicable. This research is 

applicable in terms of nature and purposes and also this research is based on actual information of the stock 

market, financial statements, notes alongside with the financial statements and the reports of all companies. In 

this research, by direct interpretation of the required information of financial statements, policy processing 

database and the site of stock organization, the sum of required data has been collected for testing the 

hypotheses. After selecting the sample companies and classifying them in the level of industries, the spreadsheet 

software EXCEL has been used. For categorizing the companies in various industries the stock classification has 

been considered. In analyzing the information by considering the need, the linear regression models with 

multiple variables has been used and for analyzing the information the Eviews software has been used.  

 

Research realm: 

The spatial realm of the research is all of the accepted companies in Tehran stock exchange.  

The time realm of the research is from 2002 to 2012 and the subjective realm of the present research is the 

review of the relationship between accounting conservation and bargaining power of the accepted companies in 

Tehran stock exchange.  

 

Statistical sample and population: 

In doing this research the information of the year's industry has been used. The statistical population 

includes all of the classified industry groups in the site of stock and exchange is in the time period between 2002 

and 2012. The sample has also been selected by using eliminative sampling. Ultimately, after considering the 

terms, a number of 115 companies have been chosen.  

 

Descriptive statistics: 

After the required data of the research were gathered and recorded, the mass of this data shall be 

summarized and classified with specific methods. Summarizing the information and explaining the features of 

the series of data is usually identified as the descriptive statistics. The tables of descriptive statistic associated 

with each of the variables of this research has been provided in the next page through the statistical software 

Eviews which includes three separate sections called central parameters (including maximum, minimum and 
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mean) dispersion parameters (including variance and standard deviation) and Skewness and elongation 

coefficients which have been presented and explained respectively.  

 
Table 1: (A. S. Ahmed & Duellman) – descriptive statistic of the variables of the research for all observations 

Variable 

 

 
Statistical index 

Accounting 

conservation 

Relative 

advantage 

Ratio of 

concentration 

Financial 

lever 

Ratio of 

market 

value to 
book value 

Cash flow 
Company's 

size 

Mean -118.0619 1.131525 0.447463 0.095257 1.556325 99760.81 3.49908 

Median 0 0.99763 0.4158 0.048705 1.531033 28654 3.440122 

Maximum 30 4.555961 0.7622 0.095257 28.17556 1382694 4.44039 

Minimum -4365 0.389461 0.1459 0 -67.32028 40 2.61066 

Standard 

deviation 
694.6124 0.504664 0.206084 0.13436 8.812681 212896.9 0.418238 

Skewness -5.951071 3.491947 -0.098262 3.123429 -4.58835 4.173536 0.08643 

Elongation 2.527 4.525 1.621 1.077 2.401 2.911 7.521 

jarque bera 
statistic 

0.567 0.228 0.352 0.674 0.185 0.458 0.364 

Significance 

level 
1265 1265 1265 1265 1265 1265 1265 

Number of 

observations 
       

Test results It is normal It is normal It is normal It is normal It is normal 
It is 

normal 
It is normal 

 

As it can be seen, for all variables, the central and dispersion parameters have been calculated separately. 

Skewness coefficient for variables cash flow, financial lever, relative advantage and company's size is positive 

and the data density tends to the right more. The equation (mode < median < mean) is accurate. But the 

Skewness coefficient of variables the ratio of concentration, the ratio of market value to book value and 

accounting conservation is negative and the density of data tends to the left more and the equation ( mean < 

median < mode) is accurate. The rate of elongation coefficient is positive for all of the variables of the research 

and it shows that length and elongation of the distribution of the variables is longer than standard normal 

distribution and it indicates the more density and concentration of data.  

 

Multicolinearity test of data: 

This test has been done to review the Multicolinearity between the independent variables with the following 

statistical hypothesis:  

H0: the independent data have Multicolinearity. 

H1: the independent data does not have Multicolinearity. 

Now after making sure the research variables are normal, in order to make sure of the existence of mutual 

effects of the variables on one another or in other word, making sure that there is not Multicolinearity between 

the variables, Pearson correlation coefficient was used.  

 
Table 2: Pearson correlation test 

Variable 
Accounting 

conservation 

Cash 

flow 

Ratio of 

concentration 

Financial 

lever 

Ratio of market 

value to book 
value 

Relative 

advantage 

Company's 

size 

Accounting 

conservation 
1       

Cash flow 0.08 1      

Ratio of 
concentration 

0.13 0.14 1     

Financial lever 0.01 -0.08 -0.20 1    

Ratio of market 

value to book 

value 

0.01 -0.02 -0.13 0.12 1   

Relative advantage 0.04 0.11 0.13 -0.06 0.00 1  

Company's size 0.06 -0.11 -0.44 0.05 0.06 -0.28 1 

 

Correlation between the research variables in the above table shows that during the research period, all of 

the variables have positive correlation with accounting conservation and since the correlation coefficient of the 

variables is less than 0.40, thus we can say that the correlation between the data exists but to a weak extent and 

there is not a large Multicolinearity problem between the data.  
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Determination of the method of using combined data: 

In the present research, before estimating the model, by using the combined data, we shall decide about a 

proper method of using this kind of data in estimation. According to the econometric literature of panel data, 

before estimating the model, it is necessary to use the statistic of the F-limer test of data homogeneity and 

therefore, using the estimation method of panel or combined data which is being tested. Here, there are two 

modes, either our data can be of the combined type which shall be estimated by using the method of mutual 

effects or the data is of panel type. The fitting of the model itself with panel method has two types with fixed 

effects and with random effects. To choose of these two types, the Hausman test is used. In other words, in order 

to fit the model with panel method, we shall choose one among the models with random effects or fixed effects.  

 

F-Limer test: 

 
Table 3: results of testing F-Limer statistic 

F-Limer test 

Hypotheses P-Value Degree of freedom The rate of statistic of F test Confirmation of 
method 

Conservation 0.001 (240 and 45) 3.61 Panel 

First sub-hypothesis 0.11 (240 and 45) 3.45 Panel 

Second sub-hypothesis 0.005 (240 and 45) 3.42 panel 

 

As the results of the test show, in each main or secondary hypothesis the rate of P-value is lower than 0.05, 

thus the significance of using the panel data method (GLS) instead of combined data method (Folsom) has been 

proved. 

  

Hausman test: 

 
Table 4: the results of Hausman test 

Hausman test 

Hypotheses P-Value Degree of freedom The rate of statistic of F 

test 

Confirmation of method 

Conservation 0.76 5 1.52 Random 

First sub-hypothesis 0.81 5 1.42 Random 

Second sub-hypothesis 0.55 5 1.59 Random 

 

As the results of the test show, in each main and secondary hypothesis, the rate of P-value is more than 

0.05, thus the most appropriate method for estimating the model in panel data is the method of random effects. 

 

Basu model test: 

Before reviewing the relationship between accounting conservation and bargaining power, the existence of 

conservation in stock exchange shall be specified. In order to do this, the Basu model (1997) has been used.  

 
Table 5: the results of Basu test for all sample companies 

Xit/Pit = β0 + β1DRit  + β2RETit + β3(DR*RETit )+ eit 

Variable Symbol prediction 
Variable coefficient of 

the model 
Standard error t-value Significance level 

Fixed rate +/- 0.188741 0.067501 22.96112 0.0000 

DR +/- -0.091817 0.012594 8.265241 0.0000 

RET + 0.085 0.001734 1.481852 0.0000 

DR*RET + 0.112 0.000714 2.025458 0.0000 

0.154 = moderated determination coefficient 

1.95 = Durbin Watson statistic 

21.01546 = F statistic 

 

 As it can be seen in table 5, the f statistic is 21.015 and the significance level is 0.000 which shows that the 

in 99% confidence level the model of linear regression is statistically significant. Also given the fact that the rate 

of Durbin Watson test is 1.95, we can state that there is no autocorrelation between the observations. Also, by 

assuming accounting conservation exists in Tehran stock exchange, it can be confirmed with 99% confidence, 

because the β3 coefficient (DR*RET) is 0.112 and significant and this shows that the response of interest 

(damage) to bad news and signs (negative returns) is stronger than its response to good and favorable news 

(positive returns).  

 

Testing the hypotheses and its results: 

Test of the main hypothesis: There is a positive and significant relationship between accounting 

conservation (the ratio of good news to bad news) and bargaining power.  
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H0: there is not a positive and significant relationship between accounting conservation and bargaining 

power. 

H1: there is a positive and significant relationship between accounting conservation and bargaining power.  

 
Table 6: the results of the multiple regression test of the conservation 

Variables Rate of effect 

(coefficients) 

Standard deviation (SD) T statistic Significance level 

Fixed rate 12.71 1.79 7.087 0.000 

Relative advantage 0.418 0.16 2.55 0.000 

Ratio of concentration 1.253 0.73 1.6992 0.000 

Market value to book value -0.094 0.015 -6.19 0.000 

Financial lever 15.22 0.85 17.77 0.000 

Company's size 4.076 0.45 -8.948 0.000 

Cash flow 3.7806 3.5207 10.72 0.000 

0.03286 
Determination coefficient 1.564 

 

Durbin Watson statistic 

0.000 Model's significance level 30.056 Fisher statistic 

200.43 
Standard deviation of the 
dependent variable 

45.28 
Mean of dependent variable 

Significance in 1% level 

 

According to the results of table 5, since the significance level associated with each variable is 0.000, we 

can say that all variables are confirmed in the level of lower than 1%, but on another hand, we can say that the 

main variables of the research has high t statistic as well which shows the fact that the bargaining power affects 

the accounting conservation throughout the industries at the probability level of less than 1% error and has a 

positive relationship with it. Thus, the H1 hypothesis is confirmed with 99% confidence level.  

Test of the first secondary hypothesis: there is a positive and significant relationship between accounting 

conservation and relative advantage.  

H0: there is not a positive and significant relationship between accounting conservation and relative 

advantage.  

H1: there is a positive and significant relationship between accounting conservation and relative advantage.  

 
Table 7: the results of multiple-variable regression test of the first secondary hypothesis 

Variables Rate of effect 
(coefficients) 

Standard deviation (SD) T statistic Significance level 

Fixed rate 74.65554 6.281294 11.88538 0.000 

Relative advantage 20.24354 0.486195 41.63664 0.000 

Market value to book 

value 
-1.0541 0.039308 -26.8164 0.000 

Financial lever 89.70354 1.384763 -64.77898 0.000 

Company's size -33.5791 1.423882 23.5828 0.000 

Cash flow -2.3305 2.1906 10.6693 0.000 

0.771736 Determination coefficient 0.753258 Durbin Watson statistic 

0.000 Model's significance level 4188.26 Fisher statistic 

745.8221 
Standard deviation of the dependent 
variable 

-110.086 
Mean of dependent variable 

Significance in 1% level  

 

The above results show that the significance level of relative advantage is 0.000 and less than 0.01 and t 

statistic is 41.63, therefore with 99% confidence, we can say that there is a significant relationship between 

relative advantage and accounting conservation, so the H1 hypothesis is confirmed. On one hand, by considering 

the coefficient, relative advantage has a positive and direct relationship with accounting conservation.  

Test of the second secondary hypothesis: there is a significant and positive relationship between accounting 

conservation and ratio of concentration.  

H0: there is not a significant and positive relationship between accounting conservation and ratio of 

concentration. 

H1: there is a significant and positive relationship between accounting conservation and ratio of 

concentration. 

 
Table 8: the results of multiple-variable regression test of the second secondary hypothesis 

Variables Rate of effect 
(coefficients) 

Standard deviation (SD) T statistic Significance level 

Fixed rate 34.18 2.11 16.14 0.000 

Ratio of 

concentration 
9.36 2.88 38.25 0.000 

Market value to 

book value 
-0.167 0.016 -10.15 0.000 
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Financial lever -0.41 0.88 -0.47 0.000 

Company's size -2.95 0.50048 -5.91 0.000 

Cash flow 3.1705 2.5206 12.61 0.000 

0.25 Determination coefficient 0.64 Durbin Watson statistic 

0.000 Model's significance level 419.1 Fisher statistic 

400.03 Standard deviation of the dependent variable -15.9 Mean of dependent variable 

Significance in 1% level 

 

The above results show that the significance level of ratio of concentration is 0.000 and less than 0.01 and t 

statistic is 41.63, therefore with 99% confidence, we can say that there is a significant relationship between ratio 

of concentration and accounting conservation, so the H1 hypothesis is confirmed. On one hand, by considering 

the coefficient, ratio of concentration has a positive and direct relationship with accounting conservation.  

 

Summary and Conclusion: 

In order to review the relationship between the bargaining power and accounting conservation, based on the 

theoretical foundations of the research, the main model of the research has been obtained. In order to do this, the 

information of the industries of Tehran stock exchange in the years 2002 to 2012 has been used. The number of 

sample companies is 115. Since the bargaining power has several dimensions, the relationship between the 

dimensions of the bargaining power and accounting conservation was tested in the form of three hypotheses. 

Then by using these three hypotheses, the combined variable of the bargaining power was obtained and then the 

relationship between the bargaining power and conservation has been tested by using this combined variable. 

This section included one general hypothesis and two secondary ones.  

The results of testing the model showed that confirmation of the conservation (the relationship between 

accounting conservation and bargaining power of the accepted industrial companies in the market of stock and 

exchange of Tehran) was at 99% confidence level. It means that as the bargaining power increases the level of 

accounting conservation increases too. Thus, if this ratio is high, the companies will be more conservative. The 

results of this hypothesis are incompatible with the findings of Folsam (2009) and Dhaliwal, Huang, Khurana 

and Pereira(2008).  

Testing the first specific hypothesis (relationship between accounting conservation and relative advantage 

of the accepted industrial companies in the market of stock and exchange of Tehran) shows the confirmation of 

this hypothesis was at 99% confidence level which means that there is a positive and significant relationship 

between these two variables.  

Second specific hypothesis ((relationship between accounting conservation and ratio of concentration of the 

accepted industrial companies in the market of stock and exchange of Tehran) shows the confirmation of this 

hypothesis was at 99% confidence level which means that there is a positive and significant relationship 

between these two variables. Thus, by considering the results of the hypotheses, we can express that increasing 

the bargaining power leads to the increase of competition in the market and high competition in the market will 

lead to the improvement of the particular flow of information between the companies and the stockholders, 

because one of the most important methods which is used by the users to evaluate the managers' performance is 

analectic tests. Analectic tests are comparing the companies' presented information with an average of industry, 

company's competitors, budgets and past information of the company. Thus, more competition will lead more 

comparison of the company with the competitors and therefore, the evaluation process becomes easy and as it 

becomes easy, the possibility of hiding bad news from the managers also will be lessened.  

In addition to more competition, it puts the companies at the risk of cancellation and omission in the 

competitive market(Karuna, 2007). Thus, the companies will strongly attempt to conclude efficient contracts 

and it will be the demand supplement for concluding efficient contracts of demand for accounting conservation 

(Watts, 2003). Ahmed et al (2002) showed that by increasing the debt the demands for conservation also 

become more, because conservation leads to reduction of capital cost caused by debt. Therefore, companies that 

are more competitive will adopt more conservative accounting methods.  

If the management's decisions is not compatible with the interests of the stockholder, in the severe 

competitive conditions, this issue will cause the company to be omitted from the cycle of competition(R. S. Ball 

& Shivakumar, 2005). In this case, adopting conservative methods prevents the management from investing in 

projects with negative pure present value, because quicker identification of the damages informs the 

stockholders just in time to figure out whether the investments will have interest or damage. In addition, 

conservation includes more confirmation capability for bad news and this constraint reduces the ability of the 

managers in overstating and exaggerating the assets and interest and that is how it will lead to the reduction of 

next problems in competitive markets.  

In order to be free of the competitive pressure between the existing companies in an industry (actual 

competitors) or the threads caused by the entrance of new competitors to the market (potential competitors), the 

companies use conservation in financial reports and to do this, they cover the good or favorable sign and make 
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the bad or unfavorable news or sign prominent and that is how they reduce the market's expectation of the future 

performance which itself leads to the reduction of the exchange price of the company. 

 

Limitations of the research: 

In the process of scientific research, there is a set of conditions and terms which are out of the researcher's 

control and some of these limitations are due to the lack of required information and facilities for reviewing the 

research hypotheses.  

1- In this research the existing statistical population in Tehran stock exchange has been used and due to 

the several limitations that exits, the statistical population is limited and also since the financial statements and 

information of the companies have not been published for a particular time period as the time series information, 

information and data collecting creates so many limitations in order to make the volume of samples and also the 

volume of data higher.  

2- Population limitation, the obtained results in the present research are limited to the accepted companies 

in Tehran stock exchange, thus these results cannot be extended to the companies outside of stock.  

3- In this research, a particular model has been used for conservation index which might change if the 

index of the research results changed.  

4- The impact of inflation and other economic variables on the numbers of financial statements and 

relationship between the variables of the research has not been considered.  

5- Lack of a regular and organized database in order to achieve the information of the companies is the 

reason why the used data in the research are doubted.  

 

Applicable recommendations of the research: 

The results of the present research confirm the conservative profitability as one of the qualitative features of 

the financial information and it also explains the role of bargaining power in applying conservation in financial 

reporting. The research findings show that users of the financial statements consider the information of 

conservative accounting as valuable ones, because these types of information lead to the reduction of the costs 

cause by informational asymmetry between the investors. It means that by increasing the relative advantage and 

ratio of concentration, which both increase the bargaining power, the level of accounting conservation will be 

increased in industry.  

We shall pay attention to the fact that increasing conservation in financial reporting also leads to the 

reduction of informational asymmetry in its own turn. It means that by applying conservation, only the interest 

with high confirmation capability is reported and therefore, in the next stage, the informational asymmetry 

between the stockholders reduces. Thus, the mechanism of supervising the performance of the management and 

in other words, controlling the management's behavior through conservation, is an important source and origin 

for demanding conservation. The importance of this source is not less than other sources of demanding 

conservation, if not more. Since conservation is one of the variables of the reliable qualitative characteristics, 

application of conservation in the financial statements increases its reliability. Thus, these findings can be useful 

for the reference of the ones in charge of developing accounting standards who are trying to make conservation 

less applicable. Thus it can include the following applications:  

1. The results of this research can grab financial managers' attention in adopting reporting approaches. 

According to the findings of this research, it is better for the managers to adopt a conservative approach of 

financial reporting in the competitive conditions.  

2. The results of the research will also influence the analyzers and investors' decisions. They shall pay 

attention to this point that generally, the financial situation of the competitive industries is more desirable than 

what is presented in the financial reports of these industries. In addition, at the time of approving the increase of 

capital through stored interest, the stockholders shall pay attention to this point that management reduces the 

level of accounting conservation in order to convince them. It means that bad news and sign are not identified in 

the accounting interest as much. Also analyzers and investors of the preliminary markets shall consider this 

issue that business units reduce the level of accounting conservation in financial reporting while the capital is 

increased.  

3. The task authorities shall also pay attention to this issue that in addition to the mentioned factors in 

adopting conservative approaches (including the task itself, political expenses, asymmetry and so on), increasing 

the bargaining power which leads to more competition, is considered as one of the most important factors.  

 

Suggestions for future researches: 

At the end, in order to continue the road of research and doing some researched about conservation and 

bargaining power, it is recommended to pay attention to the following items:  

1- Review the relationship between accounting conservation and abnormal return of the companies. 

2- Review different indexes for measuring the bargaining power in the companies and its relationship 

with the profitability of the companies. 
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3- It is recommended to review the relationship between conservation and theory of representation. 

4- It is recommended to carefully review the theoretical principle of the bargaining power, and effective 

factors on the bargaining power of the companies and to specify the rate of sensitivity of each of these factors.  

5- Ultimately, it shall be reminded that the referred results are useful for the researches that review the 

effective factors on the level of conservation. Reviewing the relationship between funding costs (borrowing and 

capital) and conservation, the relationship between financial lever and conservation, the relationship between the 

type of companies (general and specific stocks and a combination of stockholders) and conservation, are among 

the issues that can be done in Iran's environment in order to complete one's knowledge of the effective factors 

on the rate of conservation.  
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